Rad Conference Schedule

Fri Dec 1, 2017

7:30am - 8:30am  Physics lecture with Dr. Karellas

12pm - 1pm
CANCELED - Body Imaging Lecture, non-US - Bowel imaging -
Inflammatory diseases with Dr. Martin
Where: 1556

Mon Dec 4, 2017

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference with Dr. Lee
Where: 1556

Tue Dec 5, 2017

7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Arif
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm
Grand Rounds - Quantitative Perfusion MRI & Beyond with Kyung
Sung, PhD
Where: 5403

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current
Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Dec 6, 2017

7:30am - 8:15am
Pediatric Conference - Pediatric Neck and Airway with Dr.
Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm
Grand Rounds Diversity and Inclusive Excellence Workshop with
Francisco Moreno, MD
Where: 2117

Thu Dec 7, 2017

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference with Dr. Chadaz
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Schmidt
Where: 1556

Fri Dec 8, 2017

12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellows & Faculty only Interesting Case Conference
Where: Nuclear Rad Conf Room
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12pm - 1pm Neuroradiology TBA with Dr. Bennett
   Where: 1556

Mon Dec 11, 2017

12pm - 1pm Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Descky
   Where: 1556

Tue Dec 12, 2017

7:30am - 8:15am Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Guzman
   Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm Neuro Fellows & Faculty only Lecture - Dr. Lexa

12pm - 1pm US Lecture - NO LECTURE
   Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm
   Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: Body Reading Room

5:30pm - 6:30pm
   Citywide MSK Conference with Dr. Lisa Truchan: Pediatric Fractures. Pizza provided for attendees.
   Where: 1556

Wed Dec 13, 2017

7:30am - 8:30am Body Imaging Case Conference- Dr. Liau
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm
   Grand Rounds with Gail Pritchard PhD, "Giving and Receiving Feedback"
   Where: 2117

Thu Dec 14, 2017

7:30am - 8:30am IR Interesting Case Conference - Dr. Jessica Lee
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Body Imaging Fellow Lecture - Dr. Liau
   Where: Body Reading Room

12pm - 1pm Nuclear Radiology Lecture - Dr. Ryan Avery or Dr. Philip Kuc
   Where: 1556

Fri Dec 15, 2017

12pm - 1pm
   Pediatric Conference - Diffusion Abnormalities of the Pediatric Brain with Dr. Udayasanker
   Where: 1556
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Mon Dec 18, 2017

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference - Dr. Taljanovic
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  PGY-1&2 but open to all-Breast Imaging Case Conference - ultrasound biopsy with Dr. Fitzpatrick
Where: 1556

Tue Dec 19, 2017

7am - 8:30am  Biopsy training module at BIC with Drs. Marisa Borders/Kim Fitzpatrick
Where: AT BIC!!!!

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Suprahyoid neck with Dr. Winegar
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Dec 20, 2017

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Pediatric GU Tract with Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Dec 21, 2017

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - Dr. Ferenc Cseyda-Pommersheim
Where: 1556

Fri Dec 22, 2017

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radio logy Conference Room at VA

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellows & Faculty only Journal Club Conference
Where: TBD

Mon Dec 25, 2017

All day  Christmas Holiday
Mon Dec 25, 2017 - Tue Dec 26, 2017

All day  Christmas Holiday
Mon Dec 25, 2017 - Tue Dec 26, 2017
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Tue Dec 26, 2017

12pm - 1pm  No Lecture - Neuro Fellows & Faculty only Lecture

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Thu Dec 28, 2017

12pm - 1pm  Body Imaging Fellow Lecture - Dr. Pommersheim
Where: Body Reading Room